Pro bono
showcase

W

PP companies produce
hundreds of pro bono
campaigns for good causes
every year. This work is worth more
than a cash donation.
It helps charities recruit new
members, raise awareness and further
their campaigns.
Many of our pro bono relationships
are long-standing partnerships, helping
a chosen charity or good cause over
several years. On the following pages
we highlight just a few recent examples.
We profile more pro bono work online
at wpp.com.
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WPP companies across the globe
Vote for Earth

Campaign: Helping students with
learning differences

Earth Hour is an annual global event created by
environmental charity WWF that asks households
and businesses to turn off lights and electrical
appliances for one hour. It reminds us that small
actions can make a big difference in the fight
against climate change.
WPP companies around the globe stepped up to
show their commitment to the environment:
H&K Beijing helped organise Hewlett-Packard’s
role in a cooperative effort with Wal-Mart, P&G
and WWF to spread awareness and participation in
Earth Hour.
Ogilvy PR and RedWorks organised the Earth
Hour 2009 launch event at the Beijing Urban
Planning Exhibition Centre.
Ogilvy Shanghai managed the pre-event media
interviews with Earth Hour spokespeople and held
an internal photo competition for the most creative
thing to do in the dark during the event.
Research International Australia’s three
Sydney offices switched off their lights for the
third year running.
Wunderman Australia developed an interactive
digital campaign using virtual-reality technology to
promote the event. Visitors to the ‘Earth in Your
Hands’ website are invited to print out an Earth
Hour image and place it in their hand. Using a
webcam, they can then project the image of a globe
onto the bit of paper to give the illusion of literally
holding the Earth in their palm of their hand.
This year, Earth Hour has been transformed
into the world’s first global election, with every
commitment to switch off the lights standing as
a vote for action on climate change. WWF are
urging the world to VOTE EARTH and reach the
target of one billion votes, which will be presented
to world leaders at the Global Climate Change
Conference in Copenhagen in December 2009.

Client: The Janus School
WPP company: G2 Direct and Digital, US
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The Janus School, Pennsylvania, US is dedicated to
helping students with learning differences unlock
their potential.
G2DD designed a website for the school to share
its mission with the world and highlight its unique
personalised curriculum for students with AttentionDeficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, dyslexia, Asperger’s
Syndrome and other learning differences.
Visitor traffic and time spent on the site has
increased dramatically since the launch of the new
website, and now 90% of all inquires to the school
originate from a website visit.
The site can be viewed at www.thejanusschool.org.
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Campaign: Tale of the Northern End
Client: WWF Japan
WPP company: Ogilvy & Mather, Japan

Ogilvy & Mather Japan and WWF jointly developed
and launched ‘Tale of the Northern End’, a website
aimed at increasing awareness of global warming.
The website updates readers on the plight of the
polar bear, potentially vulnerable to extinction due
to the effects of global warming. It encourages the
viewers to become a member or send a donation to
WWF to support their climate change work.
Three months after the site was launched,
300 people signed up to the campaign and donated
¥2 million (£13,500). In the first five months
20,000 people visited the website.
The pro bono work was worth around
¥10 million (£65,000).
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Campaign: Making sport a part of every
child’s life
Client: Right to Play
WPP company: Y&R, Toronto

Right To Play is an athlete-driven humanitarian
organisation that uses sport and play to promote
opportunities for development, health and peace
amongst the world’s most disadvantaged children.
Sport and play teach important values and life skills
including leadership, self-confidence, teamwork,
conflict resolution, discipline, respect and fair play.
Y&R has helped Right to Play target both
corporations and consumers, to build awareness and
increase donations. During a five-year partnership the
agency has worked on a variety of projects including
reports, TV and print advertising. In 2008, Y&R
Toronto donated approximately CDN$90,000 worth
of pro bono time to Right To Play projects.
Y&R is currently working with Right To Play on
a global games event to raise awareness on the rights
of refugees.
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Campaign: Raising awareness of the
RSPCA’s work
Client: RSPCA
WPP companies: The Campaign Palace and
MediaCom, Australia

The Campaign Palace created a series of hard-hitting
ads and MediaCom secured free media space for
a pro bono campaign to increase support and
donations for the RSPCA.
The ads profile the many cases where RSPCA
support has benefited owners as well as their pets.
For example, nearly 57% of domestic abuse victims
delay seeking help because they fear their pet will get
harmed. The RSPCA will look after these pets so the
women can get the help they need.
The campaign has won several creative awards and
and earned the agencies recognition of outstanding
achievement at the annual RSPCA ball. The campaign
has not only increased donations but equally
importantly, has successfully shown the general public
that the RSPCA does more than look after animals.
The ads powerfully highlight the fact that the RSPCA
is also people-based, running programs that assist
victims of domestic violence, people suffering with
mental health issues, and the elderly.
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Campaign: It’s stupid not to know
Client: Transatlantic Partners Against Aids
WPP company: Ogilvy Group, Russia

In Russia, very few people ever take an HIV test.
The long-running ‘StopAIDS’ campaign is designed
to change this and encourage everyone to find out
their HIV status.
Ogilvy Group Russia and the non-profit
organisation Transatlantic Partners Against AIDS
(TPAA) developed the creative concept for the latest
stage of the campaign.
Ogilvy wanted to avoid preaching or
scaremongering. Instead, the ad emphasises the
importance of being fully informed. It points out
that not knowing your HIV status is like diving
into a swimming pool without checking whether
there is any water in it.
The adverts were shown online and aired on radio
and TV in 70 regions across Russia, as well as over
1,000 times on national TV stations.
Ogilvy’s pro bono work on the campaign was
worth around $140,000.
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Campaign: Ocean initiative
Client: Surfrider Foundation
WPP company: Y&R, Paris

Every year the Surfrider Foundation mobilises
thousands of volunteers in 15 countries to help clean
up Europe’s beaches. Held over three days, the
clean-up events have an immediate benefit to the
environment and raise awareness of the threat of
pollution to our coastlines.
Y&R created an ad campaign that used war
imagery to emphasise that clean beaches are
worth fighting for. Under the strapline ‘Let’s
fight pollution’ people are urged to volunteer to
join the battle.
The adverts appeared in surf magazines and major
national newspapers and magazines. These were
supported by radio ads as well as 14,000 posters in
shops and public places. After the events, an ad was
published showing a newly clean beach to thank the
volunteers for their efforts.
The campaign was a success, mobilising 15,000
volunteers, a 50% increase from 2007. It also
encouraged people to join the Surfrider Foundation,
with membership increasing by 300%. There was an
eight-fold increase in visitors to the organisation’s
website during the campaign.
Y&R worked pro bono on the campaign and
obtained free advertising space worth over €658,000.
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Campaign: Harmful effects of smoking
Client: Government of Taiwan
WPP company: Bates 141, Taiwan

Not many people know that smoking can increase
the risk of osteoporosis, a condition that reduces
bone density. Sufferers’ bones become fragile and
prone to break with every minor bump or fall.
Bates 141 created a pro bono campaign for the
Taiwanese government to raise awareness of this
side-effect and help smokers understand that smoking
weakens their bones and is harmful to their health.
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Campaign: Increasing the profile of The Austrian
Red Cross
Client: The Red Cross
WPP company: Ogilvy, Austria

The Austrian Red Cross is a well-established and
high-profile voluntary organisation. However, in
recent years it has received fewer donations from
the public. The Red Cross provides a broad range
of social support but people mainly remember its
achievements in patient transport, blood donation
and first aid.
Ogilvy Austria worked pro bono to create a new
brand positioning and communications campaign.
The new brand core ‘Out of love’ (‘Aus Liebe zum
Menschen’) aimed to alter public perceptions and
alert them to the range of valuable services carried
out by the Red Cross. The campaign also contributed
substantially to inspiring and encouraging employees
and new voluntary staff to give their time and skills.
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Campaign: children’s rights in India
Client: The Zuster Jeanne Devos Fund
WPP company: LDV United, Belgium

LDV United recently worked on a pro bono basis to
create awareness of Zuster Jeanne Devos, a fund to
fight the exploitation of Indian girls.
Sister Jeanne Devos and her charity defend
children’s rights, looking after malnourished and
often abused girls. She works tirelessly to give
thousands of traumatised children back their dignity.
Kagila, pictured in the campaign, is just a child and
has been working for over half her life. She is one
of millions of Indian servant girls who are exploited
like slaves working seven days a week with no time
to play.
LDV United created a print campaign for
magazines and billboards. In total they donated
pro bono time, media space and photography worth
over @180,500.
The campaign was so successful it was
selected as one of the 24 non-profit ads from
among more than 150 submissions for the annual
solidarity prize awarded by De Standaard, the
leading Belgian newspaper. Between July and
September 2008 when the campaign ran, the fund’s
website (www.zusterjeannedevos.org/) recorded an
average of 300 unique visitors a day. In 2007, they
had about 30 unique visitors a day during that same
period. In July and August 2008, they received
150 gifts of @30, against none at all during the
same period in 2007.
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Campaign: Save the Mediterranean bluefin tuna
Client: WWF
WPP company: Ogilvy, UK

Stocks of bluefin tuna fish in the Mediterranean are
becoming dangerously low, despite calls for action by
environmental groups and many scientists. WWF, the
conservation group, is advocating a suspension of the
fishery, and a global boycott.
Ogilvy created a pro bono a campaign worth
£75,000 to draw attention to the crisis and put
pressure on regulators to close the fishery.
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Campaign: Supporting the homeless in London
Client: The Whitechapel Mission
WPP company: BDGworkfutures, UK

BDGworkfutures recently produced a booklet for
the Whitechapel Mission which provides practical
support to the poor and homeless in London.
The Mission works in two ways. There is ‘band
aid’ work: for five hours every morning the Mission
opens for breakfast, enabling people to get a meal,
a wash and a shave, and stock up on clean clothing.
It also runs a Life Skills Centre providing practical
support to help homeless people find long-term
accommodation. Increasingly, the people arriving
at the Mission are in their teens and early 20s, are
ex-servicemen, or non-English-speaking immigrants.
The Mission helps them make phone calls to the
authorities, apply for benefits, sort out discrepancies
over bills or other financial issues and access
medical care.
The booklet uses striking images of real people
who come to the centre. It explains the challenges
facing the Whitechapel Mission and the positive
impact of its work. Most of the Mission’s funding
comes from private donations and the book will help
raise awareness of its work among potential donors.
The project was a collaborative effort between
BDGworkfutures, Clare Dowdy (a journalist who
provided free copy), Allen & Overy (print) and Why
Design (graphics).
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